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522a Tuesday, February 5, 2013used to test this assumption and refine parameters in the model that are other-
wise difficult to measure directly, such as the volume occupied by PEG inside
the pore and the local concentration of electrolyte, found to be approximately
half the bulk value. MD simulations are also used to test a central hypothesis in
the theoretical model that PEG complexes cations to acquire a net positive
charge. We confirm that this is indeed the case and that five PEG subunits par-
ticipate in forming crown-ether like sub-structures with a single cation. The re-
fined theoretical model is then fit to blockade depth and residence time values
measured experimentally as a function of PEG size (varying from 1000 g/mol
to 2000 g/mol). We find that the theoretical predictions of the model agree
quantitatively with experiment thereby validating its assumptions.
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Marine diatoms provide an alternative to machined silica nanopores, avoiding
costly and slow throughput fabrication steps, while being able to achieve pore
structures with diameters on the order of 40 nm. The hierarchical pore architec-
ture makes these biogenic nanomembranes exceptionally mechanically stable,
while maintaining a short pore length and a high porosity. The most prominent
issue when replacing machined silica nanopore membranes with biogenic
membranes is the initial random placement of the membranes on the solid sub-
strate. This is also problematic when trying to accomplish a permanent fluidic
seal around the membrane.
In our study, we demonstrate the ability to localize and immobilize a 200mm-
diameter biomineralized nanopore membrane structure from marine algae,
Coscinodiscus wailesii, on pre-defined positions on micro-machined silicon
substrates. The substrates feature micron-sized through-wafer channels that
allow easy access to the nanopore membrane. Localization of the membrane
structure is accomplished using patterning of 8 mm thick hydrophobic resin.
The addition of poly-L-lysine to the surface before solution-depositing the
nanopore membranes results in a strong electrostatic binding force between
the oxidized silicon platform and the diatom membranes. Lift-off of the photo-
resist in acetone removes randomly placed nanopore membranes on the resist-
coated area, not affecting diatoms adhering to the silicon surface.
While poly-L-lysine provides an initial fluidic seal, permanent immobilization
is accomplished by using UV-curable photoresist SU-8 and proximity photo li-
thography. Scanning electron micrographs after processing show intact diatoms
without the presence of stress cracks. While initial electrochemical measure-
ments indicate that some of the nanopores are clogged by residual epoxy resist
after development, subsequent sulfuric-peroxide mixture (SPM) treatment re-
moves the residual resist. Successful translocation experiments using polysty-
rene beads shows presence of unclogged pores, also indicating that the pore size
of the biogenic silica nanomembranes can be modified by chemical treatment.
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Partitioning of poly(ethylene-glycol) (PEG) into an alpha-hemolysin nanopore
gives rise to long-lasting blockades (tz0.1-10 ms) of ionic current. The depth
of blockade shows exquisite sensitivity for polymer length, yielding mass spec-
tra with single monomer resolution in the range between MWz700-2200 or
15-50 repeat units (r.u.). Unexpectedly, high-resolution recordings of single
PEG blocking events using a mixture of two monodisperse species unequivo-
cally identified direct transitions between levels corresponding to 28 and 32
r.u. without an intervening unblocked interval. Closer analysis revealed that
these occur by the intermediary of shorter, deeper blocks. Based on statistics
and current amplitude distributions, we are able to identify three such deeply
blocked states, each corresponding to the simultaneous presence in the pore
of two ligands: either 2xPEG-28, 2xPEG-32 or PEG-28þPEG-32 (mixed dou-
ble occupancy). Direct PEG28->PEG32 transitions (or vice versa) are ob-
served only with an intervening mixed
occupancy block, which, however, can
also result in return to the first blocked
level. We conclude that the alpha-
hemolysin pore is capable of accomodat-
ing two PEG oligomers, with ligand ex-
change occurring by displacement and
translocation of the first blocker.2681-Pos Board B700
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Recording ionic current through electrolyte-filled nanopores during the passage
of proteins is an emerging technique for characterizing unmodified proteins in
their native, aqueous environment. By measuring the reduction in current, DI,
during the translocation of single proteins through an electrolyte-filled nano-
pore, this technique can characterize the size, charge, conformation, assembly
and activity of hundreds of unlabeled proteins per second. For non-spherical
proteins, however, broad distributions of DI values make estimates of protein
size unreliable. This work employs lipid-bilayer coated nanopores and de-
scribes quantitative procedures for determining the shape and volume of single
spherical and non-spherical proteins from distributions of DI values. Since the
DI(t) signal is related to the orientation of non-spherical proteins in the nano-
pore, individual resistive-pulses can be used to determine the rotational diffu-
sion coefficient and dipole moment of non-spherical proteins while in the
nanopore. Moreover, this method has the potential to detect transient changes
in the conformation of flexible proteins (e.g. an IgG antibody). This work ex-
tends the power of nanopores for characterizing proteins by adding the param-
eters of shape, volume, rotational diffusion coefficient, and dipole moment of
non-spherical proteins to those that can already be determined in a single exper-
iment such as the volume of spherical proteins, charge, and affinity for a ligand.
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Nanopores have been of interest for scientific research in addition to medical
applications since they have the ability to detect and characterize single bio-
molecules with potentially high throughput and low cost. The Scanning Probe
Microscope (SPM) method has sub-nanometer spatial resolution. We have con-
structed a combined SPM-solid state nanopore apparatus to study the capture
and release process of lambda-DNA by a voltage biased solid-state nanopore.
By tethering the DNA to an fiber tip in ionic solution, we can control the posi-
tion of one end of the DNA molecule precisely, allowing us to study the DNA
capture and release distance from the nanopore. We also have detected DNA
sticking to the nanopore mouth without translocation through, it produced small
current blockage, and we can study this process with one DNA molecule repet-
itively. This tethered DNA nanopore sensing method will provide a means to
slow DNA translocation, allowing more detailed features of single DNA mol-
ecules to be studied, and potentially can be used with all types of nanopores
with single-biomolecule sensitivity at controlled translocation rates.
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We have developed computational model that allows us to study the influence
of a nanoporous solid state membrane on the dynamics of a biomolecule. We
apply various electrolyte and membrane biases and monitor the effects on
DNA translocation and extension. The translocation of DNA through a nano-
pore in a single layered doped semiconductor membrane is studied. With our
single layered, electrically tunable membranes, the DNA translocation time
can be varied by more than one order of magnitude. Nanopore functionalization
is also studied by fixing one strand of DNA to the inner surface of the pore. Two
different models of DNA molecule are developed. The first model represents
each DNA nucleotide as a single bead, while in the second one we consider
two beads per nucleotide: one bead representing the phosphate and sugar back-
bone, and the other being the base. This model is more realistic and allows us to
better understand the principles of interaction between the semiconductor
membrane and DNA nucleotides.
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In ligand-targeted drug delivery, a carrier particle conjugated with a ligand
binds preferentially to an overexpressed receptor on the membrane of a specific
cell type. A therapeutic agent is adsorbed onto or absorbed within the carrier,
and its release is often triggered by magnetic stimulation or other means. In
